
 

 

 

F&B Employee - Fulltime 
Immersed in Amsterdam’s fashion & museum district – right behind uber-luxe shopping street PC 

Hooftstraat – Hotel JL Nº76 is where the magic begins. Think: sophisticated neutral tones offset with 

unexpected explosions of colour and an eclectic art collection – including an abundance of prints. A 

contemporary tour de force with a private city garden, Hotel JL Nº76 virtually speaks for itself: each of 

its 39 rooms is a veritable showcase and boasts all mod-cons for the hi-tech traveler. As an added 

touch, each room features bespoke wallpaper designed by renowned Dutch artist Barbara Broekman, 

and all beds are fitted with COCO-MAT beds.   

 

Who are we looking for? 
As an F&B Employee you and the rest of the team take care of the F&B department with optimal 

hospitality and quality which suits  Hotel JL Nº76. This will contribute to a smooth operation and a 

work area which looks neat and tidy. You take care of the guests from the welcome to the departure. 

On the days when the chef is not around,  you will also be responsible for preparing small dishes and 

the  breakfast buffet. The  team is rather small, you work together closely. The daily operations 

include: 

 Welcoming guests and guiding them to the table 

 Taking and serving orders 

 Taking care of the room service orders 

 Preparing drinks and small dishes 

 Preparation of mise en place 

What do we offer? 
A fantastic job in the most colorful hotel of the Vondel Hotels collection, flexibility and a market 

conform salary! We also offer many other awesome extra’s. A few of them: refund of travel expenses 

(10km>), discount in our hotels and restaurants, collective health insurance, exciting staff parties, 

sport events and of course plenty of opportunities for internal growth. 

Is this your job? Please send your application motivation letter and CV with “F&B Employee Hotel 

JLno76” as subject to Thomas Weesjes (Hotel Manager) via jobs@vondelhotels.com. 
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